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*Notes from a Coma

Mike McCormack 
9781786891419   €12.25  ____
Canongate

*Midwinter Break

Bernard MacLaverty
9781787330214  €14.50  ____
Vintage 

After suffering a catastrophic breakdown,
J.J. O'Malley volunteers for a government
project exploring the possibility of using
coma as a means to keep prisoners under
control. Floating in a maintained coma on
a prison ship off the west coast of 
Ireland, his coma goes viral and the 
nation turns to watch.

FICTION

Midwinter Break is the essential
MacLaverty novel: accurate, 
compassionate observation, effortlessly
elegant writing and a tender, intimate,
heart-rending story – but it is also a 
profound examination of human love
and how we live together, a chamber
piece of real resonance and power.

White Villa

Emily Hourican
9781473628267   €16.99    ____
Hodder

Reeling from the death of her beloved
father, Natasha is miserable and lost.
Eager to escape painful memories and
her increasingly fraught relationships
with her mother and sister, she jumps
at the chance to holiday in Ibiza with a
group of friends from university.
In the heat of the island sun, she tries
to work out what to do next, but
things only become more complicated.

*The Trip of a Lifetime

Monica McInerney
9780718188054   €14.50    _____
Joseph (Michael)

Hag-Seed: The Tempest Retold

Margaret Atwood
9780099594024   €10.50   _____
Arrow/Vintage 

Behind Her Eyes 

Sarah Pinborough
9780008131999  €9.50   ____
Harper Collins

The wilful and eccentric Lola Quinlan is
off on the trip of a lifetime, taking her
beloved granddaughter and 
great-granddaughter with her. More
than sixty years after emigrating to 
Australia, she's keeping a secret promise
to return to her Irish homeland.

Felix is at the top of his game as Artistic
Director of the Makeshiweg Theatre 
Festival. His productions have amazed and
confounded. Now he’s staging a 
Tempest like no other. It will boost his
reputation. It will heal emotional wounds.
Or that was the plan. Instead, after an act
of unforeseen treachery, Felix is living in
exile in a backwoods hovel, haunted by
memories of his beloved lost daughter,
Miranda. Also brewing revenge. 

The Last Days of Summer

Vanessa Ronan 
9780241974971   €9.50     ____
Hamilton

*Let the Dead Speak 

Jane Casey 
9780008149017   €9.50    ____
Harper Collins

Did You See Melody ?

Sophie Hannah 
9781444776140    €15.50   ____
Hodder 

From award-winning author Jane Casey
comes a powerful crime thriller, with a
delicious edge of psychological s
uspense that will keep you on the edge
of your seat until the final page…

*He

John Connolly
9781473663633   €16.99  ____
Hodder

With he, John Connolly recreates the
golden age of Hollywood for an 
intensely compassionate study of the
tension between commercial demands
and artistic integrity, the human 
frailties behind even the greatest of
artists, and one of the most enduring
and beloved partnerships in cinema
history: Laurel &Hardy.

*Smile  

Roddy Doyle
9781911214762   €15.50   ____
Vintage

Smile has all the features for which
Roddy Doyle has become famous: the
razor-sharp dialogue, the humour, the
superb evocation of childhood – but
this is a novel unlike any he has written
before. When you finish the last page
you will have been challenged to 
re-evaluate everything you think you
remember so clearly.

The Accordionist

Fred Vargas 
9781846559990    €15.50    ____
Cape (Jonathan)



I Know a Secret 

Tess Gerritsen
9780593072462   €15.50    ____
Bantam

From the author of the bestselling
'Wayward Pines' trilogy, Dark Matter
is a brilliantly plotted tale that is at
once sweeping and intimate, 
mind-bendingly strange and 
profoundly human - a relentlessly
surprising thriller about choices,
paths not taken, and how far we'll
go to claim the lives we dream of.

Dark Matter 

Blake Crouch 
9781447297581   €9.50  ____
Macmillan

In a house decorated with horror movie
posters, a young woman’s body is found.
She lies on her bed, two bloodied objects
clutched in her palm. Detective Jane 
Rizzoli and Forensic Pathologist Maura
Isles are called to the murder scene, but
even faced with this gruesome sight they
are unable to identify the immediate
cause of death. 

FICTION

Domina

LS Hilton
9781785760853   €9.50 ____
Bonnier 

Judith Rashleigh has made it. Living in
luxury amidst the splendours of Venice,
she's finally enjoying the life she killed
for.But someone knows what Judith's
done. Judith can only save herself by
finding a priceless painting - 
unfortunately, one that she's convinced
doesn't even exist.

Cartes Postales from Greece 

Victoria Hislop
9781472223210   €9.50   ____
Headline 

Between Sisters

Kristin Hannah 
9781509835836   €9.50   ____
Macmillan

Everybody’s Fool 

Richard Russo 
9781760294823    €10.50   ____
Atlantic

On the morning Ellie leaves for Athens,
a notebook arrives. Its pages tell the
story of a man's odyssey through
Greece. Moving, surprising and 
sometimes dark, A's tale unfolds with
the discovery not only of a culture but
also of a desire to live life to the full
once more.

Tender, funny, bittersweet and moving,
Between Sisters skilfully explores the
profound joys and sorrows shared in a
close relationship, the mistakes made in
the name of love, and the promise of 
redemption.

Filled with humour, heart and 
hard-luck characters you can't help
but love, Everybody's Fool is a 
crowning achievement from one of
the great storytellers of our time.

Insidious Intent 

Val McDermid
9781408709337   €15.50   ____
Little Brown

Little Deaths 

Emma Flint 
9781509826582    €9.50   ____
Macmillan

Kill the Father 

Sandrone Dazieri
9781471154126   €9.50    ____
S&S

Number one bestseller, Val McDermid
returns with her pulse-pounding, 
suspenseful new novel featuring two
of the most distinctive and iconic 
characters in crime fiction: Tony Hill
and Carol Jordan.

Haunting, intoxicating and heart-

poundingly suspenseful, Little Deaths is

a gripping novel about love, morality

and obsession, exploring the capacity

for good and evil within us all.

Dante Torre spent eleven young years in
captivity - held by a man known only as
The Father - before outwitting his 
abductor. Now working for the police
force, Torre's methods are unorthodox
but his brilliance is clear. When a young
child goes missing in similar 
circumstances in Rome, Torre must 
confront the demons of his past to 
attempt to solve the case.

You Said Forever 

Susan Lewis
9781784755591   €9.50   ____
Vintage 

The Last Tudor

Philippa Gregory 
9781471133060   €17.00   ____
S&S

The Married Girls 

Diney Costeloe 
9781784976149   €9.50   ____
Head of Zeus 



Good Me Bad Me 

Ali Land 
9781405923910  €9.50   ____
Penguin BBC 

The Store 

James Patterson
9781780895345   €14.50   ____
Cornerstone 

16th Seduction

James Patterson
9781784753672    €9.50    ____
Vintage 

Imagine a future of unparalleled 
convenience. A powerful retailer, The
Store, can deliver anything to your door,
anticipating the needs and desires you
didn't even know you had.

FICTION

Hiding in Plain Sight 

Susan Lewis 
9781780896076    €14.50  ____
Cornerstone

Fifteen months ago, Detective Lindsay
Boxer's life was perfect – with her 
beautiful baby daughter and doting 
husband, Joe, she felt nothing could go
wrong.But Joe isn't everything that 
Lindsay thought he was, and she's still
reeling from his betrayal as a wave of
mysterious heart attacks strikes 
seemingly unrelated victims across San
Francisco.

Almost thirty years ago, fourteen year
old Penny had disappeared from her
family's life, never to be heard from
again. It is the missing child case that
has haunted Andee her whole life; And
now Penny - Andee's sister - is back.

House Full of Secrets 

Zoe Miller 
9781473664616   €16.99   ____
Hodder

*Kilderry Files 

Maurice Manning 
9781782188889  €14.99 ____
Columba

Choice 

Samantha King 
9780349414683     €9.50   ____
Abacus

*Memory of Music 

Olive Collins
9781781998632   €9.99   ____
Poolbeg 

For fans of The Girl Before, Behind Her
Eyes and The Couple Next Door, The
Choice is a hypnotic suspense debut
from a remarkable new talent and 
explores the terrifying Sophie's Choice
scenario: What if you had to choose 
between your children?

The Memory of Music tells the story
of one Irish family spanning 100 
turbulent years: 1916 to 2016

Pachinko

Min Jin Lee
9781786691378   €10.50 ____
Head of Zeus

Young Jane Young 

Gabrielle Zevin
9781408709801   €17.99   ____
Little Brown

The author of the international 
bestseller The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry 
returns with a witty, moving novel
about what it means to be a woman -
especially in the Google age where no
secret is safe for long.

THE LOCALS is that rare work of fiction
capable of capturing a fraught 
American moment in real time. It is
also a novel that is timeless in its 
depiction of American small town life.

Behold the Dreamers

Imbolo Mbue
9780008237998    €10.50  ____
Harper Collins

The Locals

Jonathan Dee
9781472151933   €16.99   ____
Corsair 



Selection Day 

Aravind Adiga
9781509806492    €10.50   ____
Macmillan

Lea  

Pascal Mercier 
9781848873414    €14.50 ____
Atlantic Books 

FICTION

The Roanoke Girls 

Amy Engel 
9781473648401    €9.50  ____
Hodder

Kiss Carlo 

Adrianna Trigiani 
9781471136399    €14.50   ____
S&S

Forest Dark

Nicole Krauss
9781408871799  €15.50   ____
Bloomsbury 

Hide 

Matthew Griffin
9781408867105  €10.99  ____
Bloomsbury 

Summer Desserts 

Nora Roberts 
9780263931389   €9.50   ____
Harper Collins

Anna 

Niccolo Ammaniti 
9781782118343   €15.50  ____
Canongate

By turns luminous and tender, gripping
and horrifying, Anna is a haunting 
parable of love and loneliness; of the
stories we tell to sustain us, and the
lengths we will go to in order to stay
alive.

A young woman stumbles out on to a
busy street - right in front of 
Lieutenant Eve Dallas and husband
Roarke. Her name is Daphne Strazza,
and she has been brutally assaulted.
Confused and traumatised, 
she manages to tell them one thing.
Her attacker wore a devil's mask.

Nest is a landmark paranormal thriller
from worldwide bestselling author
Terry Goodkind. A dangerous journey
to the back alleys of the darknet, to
the darkest corners of our minds, and
to the very origins of what it is to be
human – a place few have ventured
and fewer still have survived.

All the Missing Girls 

Megan Miranda 
9781786490834   €9.50  ____
Atlantic 

Waiting for Monsieur Bellivier 

Britta Rostlund 
9781474605465   €15.50   ____
Weidenfeld

Echoes in Death

J.D. Robb
9780349410883    €9.50   ____
Abacus

Nest 

Terry Goodkind
9781786692962  €9.50  ____
Head of Zeus



Yesterday 

Felicia Yap 
9781472242204   €15.50   ____
Headline

A brilliant high-concept thriller - a
debut with all the intrigue of Gone
Girl and the drama of Before I Go To
Sleep - just how do you solve a 
murder when you can only remember
yesterday?

Last Stop Tokyo

James Buckler 
9780857524973     €14.50 ____
Transworld

FICTION

The Room by the Lake 

Emma Dibdin
9781786694034   €14.50   ____
Head of Zeus

When Caitlin moved from London to
New York, she thought she had left
her problems behind: her alcoholic 
father, her dead mother, the pressure
to succeed. But now, down to her last
dollar in a foreign city, she is 
desperately lonely.

Y is for Yesterday

Sue Grafton
9781447260233    €15.50   ____
Macmillan

The Brother 

Joakim Zander
9781781859230   €9.50  ____
Head of Zeus

The Monster in the Closet 

Rose Karen
9781472244598   €9.50  ____
Headline

The Burning Girl 

Claire Messud 
9780708898628    €15.50  ____
Futura

*The Watch House

Bernie McGill
9781472239563    €17.99   ____
Headline

Growing up poor, Yasmine vowed she
would always protect her little
brother from harm. She broke her
promise on the day she left home,
abandoning Fadi to his life in the
Stockholm slums.Now, five years
later, Yasmine still carries the guilt of
leaving him behind. Then she hears a
rumour that he is dead, killed by a US
drone in Syria. What happened to
turn her sweet-natured brother into
one of the CIA's most wanted men?

A bracing and hypnotic portrait of
the complexities of female 
friendship from the New York Times
bestselling author of The Woman
Upstairs.

The Sunday Times bestselling author
of Every Dark Corner returns with an
exclusive novel celebrating ten years
of Karen Rose's thrillers in the UK.
MONSTER IN THE CLOSET reunites
readers with characters from Karen
Rose's bestselling Baltimore series.

THE WATCH HOUSE by Bernie McGill is
the story of the modern world arriving
on Rathlin, a remote Irish island, at the
very end of the nineteenth century,
with dramatic consequences for a
young woman named Nuala.

An addictive literary puzzle that 
introduces an unforgettable young
heroine plunged into the twisted
world of a secret society with a dark
agenda. 

To Capture What We Cannot Keep, stylish,
provocative and shimmering, raises 
probing questions about a woman's place
in that world, the overarching reach of
class distinctions and the sacrifices love 
requires of us all.

Christodora recounts the heartbreak
wrought by AIDS, illustrates the allure
and destructive power of hard drugs,
and brings to life the ever-changing
city itself.

Christodora

Tim Murphy 
9781509818594   €10.50   ____
Macmillan

The Readymade Thief

Augustus Rose 
9781785150982    €15.50  ____
Arrow/Vintage 

Dogs Enjoy the Morning 

Benedict Kiely
9781848406551   €11.95    ____
New Island 

To Capture What We Cannot Keep

Beatrice Colin
9781760291730    €9.50  ____
Atlantic 



Crime Scene 

Jonathan Kellerman
9781472238481    €17.99   ____
Headline

Crime Scene is the next enthralling
psychological thriller from Number
One bestsellers and masters of the
genre, Jonathan and Jesse Kellerman.

Under a Pole Star 

Stef Penny 
9781786481191   €9.50 ____
Quercus 

Under a Pole Star is a compelling look
at the dark side of the 'golden age' of
exploration, a study of the corrosive
power of ambition, and an epic, 
incendiary love story. It shows that
sometimes you have to travel to the
furthest edge of the world in order to
find your true place in it.

FICTION

Free Food for Millionares

Min Jin Lee
9781786694485    €17.00   ____
Head of Zeus 

Beauiful Animals 

Lawrence Osborne
9781781090688   €15.50   ____
Hogarth

Sinister and ravishing, Beautiful Animals
tells the story of two worlds colliding. It
exposes the dark heart of friendship,
and shows just how often the road to
hell is paved with the best of intentions.

Sixteen Trees of the Somme 

Lars Mytting
9780857056030   €17.99   ____
Quercus

Seeing Red 

Lina Meruane 
9781786493132   €14.50   ____
Warner

A Lesson in Violence 

Jordan Harper 
9781471158940     €14.50   ____
S&S

Three-Martini Lunch 

Suzanne Rindell
9780749020798     €10.00  ____
Alison & Busby

A Lesson in Violence is a gripping and
emotionally wrenching novel that 
upends even our most long-held 
expectations about heroes, villains and
victims. Nate takes Polly to save her
life, but in the end it may very well be
Polly who saves him.

From the author of Sunday Times
bestseller and Richard & Judy Book
Club pick, Baby Doll, comes a riveting
thriller with domestic violence, 
murder and how far one woman will
go to protect her family at its core.

It's a hot June morning when homicide
detectives Magozzi and Rolseth 
discover the body in the woods. And
the playing card left with the victims
points to something even more 
disturbing - the trademark of a serial
killer, intent on playing out the deck.

Nothing Stays Buried 

P.J. Tracy 
9780718185824   €16.20   ____
Joseph (Michael)

The Walls

Hollie Overton
9781780895093    €15.50  ____
Cornerstone



Sacred Space 2018

Irish Jesuits 
9781910248751    €12.95    ____
Messenger

Tom Wolfe, whose legend began in
journalism, takes us on an 
eye-opening journey that is sure to
arouse widespread debate. The 
Kingdom of Speech is a captivating,
paradigm-shifting argument that
speech - not evolution - is responsible
for humanity's complex societies and
achievements.

The Kingdom of Speech 

Tom Wolfe 
9781784704896   €12.25   ____
Vintage 

Sacred Space: The Prayer Book is 
designed to help you stay faithful to your
intention to deepen your spiritual 
journey. It is the perfect gift for your
parish, campus ministry program, small
group, friend, family member, or 
yourself.

NON FICTION

*A Bit of Shemozzle 

Martin O’Duffy 
9781847179531   €7.99   ____
O’Brien Press

As Morrison reveals, the Bolshoi has
transcended its own fraught history,
surviving 250 years of artistic and 
political upheaval to define not only
Russian culture, but also ballet itself.

Can I Speak to Someone in Charge 

Emily Clarke 
9781471156908    €14.50   ____
S&S

Emily Clarkson addresses all manner of
subjects, from body hair to Facebook
friends to the perils of wearing Lycra.
She unpicks the validity of notions such
as 'the thigh gap'; questions the 
quotidian scrutiny by the media; 
ponders the etymology of the term
'plus size' and considers our 
unshakeable obsession with dieting,
while wondering why some of us are
still crying in changing rooms. 

How to Watch Football

Ruud Guilt 
9780241978009   €11.50   ____
Hamliton

The Little Book of Liverpool FC 

Geoff Tibballs 
9781780979663   €7.50  ____
Carlton

The Little Book of Man United 

Justyn Barnes 
9781780979670   €7.50   ____
Carlton

Packed with his acute insights, original
observations and talking points, How to
Watch Football will quite simply change
the way you see the beautiful game.

Liverpool FC has a proud tradition and a
very loyal support, and this book aims
to capture the flavour of both with 165
Klopp's quotes.

Gaelic football and hurling have a 
language all of their own. From
Micheal O Muircheartaigh and
Micheal O hEithir to managers, 
players and fans, the GAA is home to
an endless array of quotes and quips.

Pronto! Lets Cook Italian....

Gino D’Acampo
9780857834256   €20.00   ____
Kyle Cathie

*Bully-Proof Kids 

Stella O’Malley
9780717175420   €14.99   ____
Gill

5 Ingredients 

Jamie Oliver 
9780718187729    €32.50    ____
Penguin 

Let Gino solve your dinner dilemmas
with 130 delicious and quick dishes that
will inspire you to leave behind the
same dull, after-work meals. 

This book gives parents – and kids –
the tools to break the cycle by 
examining the factors that contribute
to bullying: the school environment;
the personalities of those involved;
and the often-overlooked role of
bystanders.

*Cookery School Donnybrook Fair

Niall Murphy 
9781781174739   €22.99   ____
Mercier Press

Topics covered include: great-start
breakfasts, the art of breadmaking,
stunning starters, cooking meat to
perfection, easy seafood, winter and
summer soups, sensational sauces,
tapas, one-pot wonders, curry nights,
sushi and chocolate heaven.

Bolshoi Confidential

Simon Morrision
9780007576630   €11.50   ____
Harper Collins

The Little Book of Man Utd is a neat
collection of words of wit and wisdom
by and about Manchester United's
players, managers and officials past
and present. 



Realistic and anecdotal, the book is
filled with practical advice throughout
that appreciates the emotional 
involvement in rearing children. 

Real Mums Guide to Surviving ...

Jen Hogan
9781786050328   €14.99  ____
Orpen Press

NON FICTION

Perfect for fans of The Little Book of
Hygge and Norwegian Wood, find the
balance in life that is just right for you.
Let Lola A. Åkerström, Editor-in-chief of
Slow Travel Stockholm, be your guide to
all things lagom.

Lagom: Swedish Secret of Living 

Lola A. Akerstrom 
9781472249333     €12.25   ____
Headline

The Genius Within 

David Adam
9781509805006    €17.00    ____
Macmillan

What if you have more intelligence than
you realize? What if there is a genius 
inside you, just waiting to be released?
And what if the route to better brain
power is not hard work or thousands of
hours of practice but to simply swallow a
pill? 

Blood on the Page 

Thomas Harding 
9781785151057   €17.99  ____
Arrow/Vintage 

O'Driscoll produced nine poetry 
collections in his lifetime and remained
a European as well as an Irishman in
temper and stature. This career-defining
collection brings together the work of
one of the greatest poets of the 
twentieth and twenty-first centuries.

Collected Poems 

Dennis O’Driscoll
9781784105112   €25.00  ____
Carcanet

The Murder of Sonny Liston is both a
riveting murder hunt and a stunning
portrait of a city that was home to the
Rat Pack, race riots and glittering 
high-rises along the strip.

Murder of Sonny Liston 

Shaun Assael 
9781509814824   €10.50  ____
Macmillan

*Letters From Aleppo 

Fr Ibrahim Alsabagh
9781782183235   €14.99  ____
Columba

I Die in a Good Cause 

Sean Luing
9781781175057   €16.99  ____
Mercier Press

First, a dream of escaping the city ... and
then a century-old cottage to match the
dream. Moving to a small village in the
heart of the Irish countryside was the
beginning of a new life for Philip 
Judge – the beginning of life in sight of
Yellow Mountain.

In Sight of Yellow Mountain

Philip Judge 
9780717178780    €16.99  ____
Gill 

Tess Holliday is many things and perfect
is not one of them. But she loves her
imperfections - after all they've formed
the woman she is today. Tess's number
one rule in life is to love yourself - no
matter who you are, where you come
from, what your faults may be and
what dress size you wear.

Not So Subtle Art of Being a Fat Girl

Tess Holliday
9781911274773    €14.50  ____
Bonnier Books

How Not to Be a Boy 

Robert Webb
9781786890092    €15.50    ____
Canongate 

How Not To Be a Boy explores the 
relationships that made Robert who he
is as a man, the lessons we learn as sons
and daughters, and the understanding
that sometimes you aren't the Luke 
Skywalker of your life - you're actually
Darth Vader.

Live Lagom is a practical lifestyle guide
based on the Swedish philosophy of
Lagom. Meaning "just the right
amount", the concept can be applied to
every aspect of your life and promotes
balance.

Live Lagom Balanced living

Anna Brones 
9781785037283   €11.50  ____
Ebury 



Shoe Dog 

Phil Knight 
9781471146725     €11.50     ____
S&S

A memoir rich with insight, humour

and hard-won wisdom, this book is

also studded with lessons - about

building something from scratch, 

overcoming adversity, and ultimately

leaving your mark on the world. 

NON FICTION

Seinfeldia 

Jennifer K Armstrong 
9781476756110    €11.50    ____
S&S

*Dublins Civil War 

John Dorney 
9781785370892    €19.99  ____
Merrion (IAP)

Rabbit: A Memoir 

Patricia Williams 
9781785031496    €14.50   ____
Ebury 

Alexander Hamilton

Ron Chernow 
9781786690036    €17.00   ____
Head of Zeus

The New York Times bestseller about
two guys who went out for coffee and
dreamed up Seinfeld—“A wildly 
entertaining must-read not only for 
Seinfeld fans but for anyone who wants
a better understanding of how 
television series are made” 

The Civil War in Dublin brings the city to
life through meticulous detail and reveals
unsettling and shocking truths about the
extreme actions taken by a burgeoning
Irish Free State and its Anti-Treaty 
opponents.

Fully Functioning Human (Almost)

Melanie Murphy 
9781473639164    €14.50  ____
Hodder

Fully Functioning Human (Almost) is
a warm, illuminating memoir full of
wit and wisdom that doubles up as a
life guide for millennials.

*Rivers of Dublin 

Clair Sweeney
9781911024859    €24.99  ____
IAP

The Rivers of Dublin is the 
magnificent new edition of a
cherished study of Dublin's history
that ranks as a classic for its stunning
illustrations and unparalleled 
examination of Dublin's river routes,
and the ceaseless activity that they
inspired.

*Dublin Docker 

Bennett & O’Carroll
9781911024842    €24.99  ____
IAP

Dublin and the most quintessential
section of its industrial class are
brought to life in this fascinating 
social and occupational history. 
Beautifully illustrated throughout, 
images and interviews animate an 
entire way of Dublin s industrial life
that was once indispensable but has
since been lost forever. 

*Dublin Lockout 1913

Yeates & McNamara
9781911024781    €24.99 ____
IAP

The Dublin Lockout, 1913 illuminates
this pivotal class war in Irish history:
inspiring, shocking, and the nearest
thing Ireland had to a debate on the
type of society that was wanted by its
citizens.

*Making Majesty 

Derham & Campbell
9781911024729    €24.99  ____
IAP 

Making Majesty' is an extraordinary 
collection of essays by leading Irish art
and architectural historians that 
collectively cover an impossible breadth
of detail in order to restore our 
understanding of this tremendously 
lavish space.

Lovers & Strangers 

Clair Wills 
9781846147166    €30.00  ____
Penguin

Debriefing The President 

John Nixon
9780552173353    €11.20  ____
Corgi Books 

A riveting, revealing and news-making
account of the CIA's interrogation of
Saddam, written by the CIA agent
who conducted the questioning. 



Calculating the Cosmos 

Ian Stewart
9781781254332     €12.50     ____
Profile 

Ian Stewart's up-to-the-minute guide to
the cosmos moves from the formation
of the Earth and its Moon to the 
planets and asteroids of the solar 
system and from there out into the
galaxy and the universe.

NON FICTION

*All to Live for 

Emma Hannigan
9781473661707    €15.50    ____
Hodder

Foward 

Marcia Barrett
9781472124425    €15.50  ____
Corsair 

Game of Thrones Mask House Lannister

Steve Wintercroft
9781780977799   €15.60 ____
Carlton

I am I am I am

Maggie O’Farrell
9781472240750    €17.99   ____
Headline

All To Live For is an extended and 
updated edition of the bestselling
memoir Talk to the Headscarf 

Honour the noble houses of Westeros,
and warn others of the coming winter
with the official Game of Thrones 3D
Mask & Wall Mount series. 

Game of Thrones Mask House Stark 

Steve Wintercroft
9781780977782    €15.60  ____
Abacus 

*Rebel Hearts 

Kevin Toolis 
9780330346481    €9.50  ____
Pan Books 

An honest and important book, 
ssential for anyone who wants to 
assess what has been happening for
the past twenty-five years in 'Northern
Ireland' and what is likely to happen
next' Robert Kee, Irish Times



Never Take a Bear to School 

Mark Sperring 

9781408339732   €8.25   ____

Orchard 

Bears are clumsy. They don't sit

still. They're much, much bigger

than teachers - and they eat SUCH a

lot of lunch! Yes, taking a bear to

school is a BAD idea. But will this

little boy find the courage to face the

first day of school alone?

Pip and Posy: The Bedtime Frog 

Alex Scheffler

9780857639738   €8.25   ____

Nosy Crow

PJ Masks Battle of the HQs

PJ Masks 

9781526380463    €7.50 ____
Pat-A-Cake

A practical, how-to guide to vlogging,

full of advice and inspiration - from We

The Unicorns, the voice of the YouTube

generation.

PJ Masks Sticker Books 

PJ Masks 

9781526380456   €5.99    ____

Pat-A-Cake 

Colour, stick and play in this 

interactive sticker book featuring

everyone's favourite nocturnal 

heroes, their super-cool vehicles and

of course those pesky villains,

Romeo, Luna Girl and Night Ninja.

With over 125 stickers, there are

hours of PJ Masks fun to be had!

Hatchimals: Hatchy Holidays 

Hatchimals

9780141388045     €7.50    ____

Penguin Books 

The Worm and the Bird

Coraile Bickford-Smith 

9781846149221   €17.00 ____

Penguin

It's holiday time, and the Hatchimals want

to play! Come and join the fun in this

sticker activity book with over 400 

stickers. Help a Penguala fly home to

Polar Paradise, learn to draw a Draggle

and use your stickers to decide which new

Hatchimals have hatched today.

From the author of The Fox and the

Star, this is a book about searching and

hoping, and how the smallest moment

can be beautiful.

Goodnight Everyone 

Chris Haughton 

9781406373226   €7.99    ____

Walker 

From the multi award-winning 

picture book maker of A Bit Lost, Oh

No, George! and Shh! We Have a

Plan, comes the ultimate bedtime

book.

Perfectly Norman

Tom Percival 

9781408880975     €8.70 ____
Bloomsbury 

CHILDRENS

Ten Little Superheros

Mike Brownlow

9781408346273    €8.25 ____
Orchard

Mad Grandad and the Wicked ..

Oisin McGann

9781847179616   €6.99    ____

O’Brien Press

A traditional counting rhyme with 

awesome superhero powers (and a super

shiny red foil cover!)

A poignant yet uplifting story about

individuality, with stunning artwork

in a striking minimal palette from the

author/illustrator of Herman's Letter.

Fans of Oliver Jeffers and Benj

Davies will love it.

Return 

Aaron Becker 

9781406373295   €9.50   ____

Walker 

The eagerly-anticipated finale of Aaron

Becker's wordless trilogy - a 

spectacular, suspenseful and moving

story that brings its adventurer home. 

We are Unicorns 

Unicorns 

9781783704262    €11.50   ____

Templar 

It's time to be a hero! By day, they are

Connor, Greg and Amaya, but by night

they are Catboy, Gekko and Owlette,

the PJ Masks. 

This cool adventure storybook is based

on the episode 'Owlette and the Battling

Headquarters.



Rabbit and Bear Pest in the Nest 

Julian Gough 

9781444921717   €7.50   ____

Hodder

From novelist and playwright Julian

Gough, and the winner of the Roald

Dahl Funny Prize, Jim Field, comes

a brilliantly funny story of a rabbit

and bear who discover that things

are always better when they're

shared with a friend ...

The Guggenheim Mystery 

Robin Stevens 

9780141377025   €11.50   ____

Penguin Books 

Goth Girl and the Wuthering Fright 

Chris Riddell

9781447277910   €7.99  ____

Macmillan

My name is Ted Spark. I am 12 years

and 281 days old. I have seven friends.

Three months ago, I solved the 

mystery of how my cousin Salim 

disappeared from a pod on the London

Eye.

The Explorer HB

Katherine Rundell

9781408854877   €15.50   ____

Bloomsbury 

Goth Girl and the Wuthering Fright is

the third beautifully illustrated book in

the Goth Girl series by Chris Riddell, 

sequel to Goth Girl and the Ghost of a

Mouse and Goth Girl and the Fete

Worse Than Death.

A Place Called Perfect 

Helena Duggan 

9781474924160   €8.70   ____

Usbourne 

The Explorer

Katherine Rundell

9781408885284    €9.50   ____

Boomsbury 

Judy Moody: Twice as Moody 

Megan McDonald 

9781406377415     €7.99   ____

Walker 

Jump-start a Judy Moody collection with

this uber-cool compilation of the first two

adventures in the series. As more and more

kids are feeling the Moody mania, it's time

to offer a head start on the adventures that

earned the feisty third-grader a place in

readers' hearts.

CHILDRENS

Marge and the Great Train Rescue

Isla Fisher 

9781848125940   €6.99   ____

Piccadilly

The third fun family story in the

MARGE IN CHARGE series, 

written by actor & comedian Isla

Fisher and illustrated throughout by

Eglantine Ceulemans.

Lola Offline 

Nicola Doherty 

9781510100510   €9.50 ____

Orion Childrens

Sweetfreak

Sophie McKenzie

9781471122231   €9.50 ____

S&S

Girl Online: Going Solo 

Zoe Sugg

9780141372181    €9.50 ____

Penguin Books 

Starchaser 

Angie Sage 

9781408865224   €10.00 ____

Bloomsbury

A stunning conclusion to this enchanting

trilogy, Angie Sage's latest adventure

combines wondrous storytelling, 

breathtaking action and a heroine like no

other.



Spooks: Dark Assassin 

Mr. Joseph Delaney 

9781849416375   €9.50  ____

Random House Kids 

The people of the County live in fear

of the beasts bent on bringing an

epic war to their home. How can

they possibly hope to survive when

their fearsome enemies are fortified

with the power of a god? 

T is For Tree 

Greg Fowler 

9781785301261   €9.50   ____

Black & White 

The Start of Me and You 

Emery Lord  

9781408888377   €10.00 ____
Bloomsbury 

Brimming with characters so real you

feel you could pick up the phone and

call them, The Start of Me and You will

prove that it's never too late for second

chances. Perfect for fans of Rainbow

Rowell, Jennifer Niven and John Green.

Street Soldier 

Andy McNab

9780552574075   €9.50   ____

Corgi Books 

CRIMINAL TURNED SOLDIER -

NOW HE MUST STOP A WAR ON

LONDON'S STREETS.

Wizarding World: The Dark Arts 

Warner Bros.

9781408885970   €17.99   ____

Bloomsbury 

Learn to Draw Animals Pencil Set FS

Hinkler 

9781488932793   €3.99 ____
Hinkler 

Learn all about Voldemort, Death

Eaters, Horcruxes, the Obscurus and

more in this collectable movie 

scrapbook - packed with info, inserts

and images from the Harry Potter and

Fantastic Beasts and Where To Find

Them films.

CHILDRENS

Silent Weapon 

Andy McNab

9780857534682   €12.25 ____
Doubleday 

Arena 13: The Warrior  

Mr. Joseph Delaney 

9781782954071   €10.00 ___

Random House Kids 

The third exhilarating instalment in the

Arena 13 series by Joseph Delaney, 

author of THE SPOOK’S APPREN-

TICE

Wonder Woman 

Leigh Bardugo

9780141387376   €9.50 ____

Penguin Books 

The highly anticipated coming-of-age

story for the world's greatest super hero:

WONDER WOMAN by the # 1 New

York Times bestselling author LEIGH

BARDUGO.

It’s All in Your Head 

Rae Earl 

9781526300027    €12.25 ___
Pat-A-Cake


